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ABSTRACT
Process variability has a detrimental impact on the perfor-
mance of memories and other system components, which
can lead to parametric yield loss at the system level due to
timing violations. Conventional yield models do not allow
to accurately analyze this, at least not at the system level.
In this paper we propose a technique to estimate this sys-
tem level yield loss for a number of alternative memory or-
ganization implementations. This can aid the designer into
making educated trade-offs at the architecture level between
energy consumption and parametric timing yield by using
memories from different available libraries with different en-
ergy/performance characteristics considering the impact of
manufacturing variations. The accuracy of this technique
is very high, an average error of less than 1% is reported,
which enables an early exploration of the available options.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.8.2 [Performance and Reliability]: Performance Analysis
and Design Aids
General Terms
Design, Performance, Reliability

Keywords
Parametric yield, system exploration, process variability

1. INTRODUCTION
Embedded system that run real-time, power sensitive applica-

tions are becoming a very important part of the consumer electronic
product market. System level design in the embedded systems do-
main has primarily been concerned with three main cost metrics:
timing, energy consumption and area. Timing is important because
embedded system typically run applications with hard real-time
deadlines, such as communication services and multimedia appli-
cations. Minimizing energy consumption, on the other hand, can
not only extend the time between battery recharges, but also en-
able new handheld applications and high-end mobile computing.
A lot of research has been performed on how to minimize energy
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consumption, by employing run-time techniques such as voltage
scaling for instance. These two metrics, together with area which
has a direct proportional impact on cost, define the quality of the
design. However, the main assumption so far at the system level
design abstraction has been that timing and energy consumption of
the individual system components and the final system implementa-
tion itself are deterministic and predictable. Limited variations have
been tackled by embedding worst-case margins in the design of the
system components, such as processors and memories, so that the
specified performance and energy consumption can be guaranteed
for use by the system designers.

Technology scaling past the 90nm technology node, however,
introduces a lot more unpredictability in the timing and energy con-
sumption of the designs due to random intra-die process variability.
Treating these metrics at the system design level as deterministic
values requires the design margins to become so large that they can
eat up all the benefits of moving to a more advanced technology
node. Therefore some degree of uncertainty will always have to be
tolerated in the component. This has to be considered during circuit
and even architecture design. It has to lead to new statistical de-
sign paradigms [3], such as statistical timing analysis or even more
general yield-aware design [16, 12]. Depending on the component
being considered (e.g. memory or datapath), energy and/or perfor-
mance vs. area trade-off decisions have to be made [17]. However,
for embedded system design the most critical trade-offs are not
made at the component or IP block level, but at the architecture
or even at the application level. Therefore solutions for (paramet-
ric) yield aware design have started being developed that tackle the
problem at the architecture level while allowing some degree of un-
certainty in the parametric energy and performance figures of the IP
blocks [2, 5]. These solutions aim to tackle the system-level yield
loss that is the result of timing violations due to the parametric drift
in the performance of the individual system components caused by
random process variability. Functional/catastrophic yield loss, due
to manufacturing defects needs different solution techniques tar-
geted at lower abstraction levels [6]. They are necessary to tackle
the traditional yield issues and the proposed estimation technique
for parametric yield is complementary to these. Functional and
parametric yield issues are both crucial but anyway require differ-
ent solution methods so it makes sense to attempt to solve them in
a decoupled manner. In a realistic design environment both will be
required.

The use of the solutions for system yield results in trade-offs
on the main system metrics as noted above. Therefore, techniques
and tools allowing to reason in terms of trade-offs between yield
energy, performance and area at the architecture level are a must for
successful embedded system design at the 65nm technology node
and beyond. The ITRS road-map [13] discusses the need of such
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tools in its 2005 Design chapter and predicts that they will become
mainstream for design in a few years. This paper is a step toward
filling the gap in that direction. It proposes a new procedure of
dealing with parametric yield loss at the system level.
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Figure 1: Estimating timing yield and
average/worst-case energy for the system’s memory
organisation

The main requirement of such a tool is that the energy/delay distri-
butions of the individual components must be a priori characterized
using models of the manufacturing process of the target foundry.
Obviously, the more accurate the characterization is, the better the
estimation results will match reality. Indeed, this characterization
or calibration task is tedious and not straightforward as it requires
also to identify the actual critical path and critical input vector(s) of
the IP-block for all relevant technology variation sources [15]. This
task is being mostly performed today by IP providers to guarantee
the correct functionality of the block irrespective of the manufactur-
ing and operating conditions, but the results are made available only
internally or at most to the design teams inside the big Integrated
Design Manufactures [17]. Still, at lower level of abstraction the
emerging statistical analysis techniques such as SSTA and alike [10]
will enable in the meanwhile them to statistically characterize the
critical IP blocks of the systems. This situation may be transitional
until IP-providers will start distributing it as a natural trend within
their current business model pushed by the need to avoid worst case
design at nanometer technologies.

In this paper we propose a technique to estimate the system level
timing yield and energy consumption under variability. We focus
on random variations such as doping fluctuations and line edge
roughness that lead to spatially uncorrelated drifts in the electrical
characteristics of the devices. Our main architectural focus is the
level-1 (L1) data memory organization, because in most embedded
processing systems it becomes an energy/delay critical subsystem
for any reasonable mapping of the architecture [18]. Memories
belonging to the second layer of the memory hierarchy or above
typically have more relaxed constraints on their performance re-
quirements, larger cycle times, and they do not contribute that much
to the system yield loss, which is dominated by the tight cycle time
of the processing elements and the L1 memories. The latter need
to respond in a single cycle and the impact of process variability on
their performance can severely compromise the yield of the mem-
ory organization. Furthermore, typical L1 memory organization are
heavily distributed due to the low-power operation requirements of
the applications that run on the embedded devices. The increased
number of memories increases the probability of timing violations
reducing the system level yield. The technique presented in this
paper is based on propagating the statistical properties of the en-
ergy consumption and the performance of the individual memories
to the memory organization. Moreover, it is not limited to Gaussian
statistical distributions for the individual memories. It can handle
any type of distribution, which is a major assumption in most of
the state of the art for individual gates. For complex IP blocks
that assumption is no longer valid. Furthermore, one of the major
advantages of our technique is that it can also estimate the timing

yield of memory organizations that employ configuration options
allowing run-time energy/delay trade-offs [5].

2. RELATED WORK
Design for Yield and Design for Manufacturing have become

very popular research issues in recent years. The bulk of the work,
however, has been concentrated either at the printing level using post
processing techniques or at the standard cell level by characterizing
the yield of particular layout styles [19, 20, 6]. Techniques of the
first type such as Optical Proximity Correction aim to counteract
the imperfections in the manufacturing process and to increase the
device-level functional yield of the chips by improving the quality
of the drawn features.

At higher abstraction levels, research has been focused on the
gate-level abstraction level of the circuits. Statistical static timing
analysis (SSTA) [4] aims at estimating the parametric performance
of a circuit. More recent research has introduced circuit level tim-
ing optimizations [11] and combined power and timing optimiza-
tion [12] on top of statistical timing analysis. Recently a gate
level approach has been proposed which can accurately estimate
the bivariate timing/leakage power distribution of a combinatorial
circuit [10]. The correlations between leakage power and perfor-
mance are taken into account and the resulting joint distribution at
the circuit level is generated. The assumption made in this work
is that the underlying gate distributions are Gaussian. Such a tech-
nique could be properly adapted to handle the yield estimation of
a memory organization, if the memory level distributions are as-
sumed to be Gaussian. It cannot handle the case of configurable
memories/components, however, or the case of any kind of com-
ponent with non-Gaussian energy/performance distribution. But
system-level characterization (across architectural components) is
not possible in SSTA due to the abstraction level used. In essence,
our technique complements SSTA by providing the modeling frame-
work to characterize the interactions between architecture compo-
nents of the system, once SSTA has characterized the interactions
between gates in a component.

The formulation we propose in this paper is a generic technique
to estimate the yield at the system architecture level. It takes into
account the correlations between dynamic energy and delay that
exist in the individual architecture components, i.e. memories, and
it can also handle the impact of configurable components on the
timing parametric yield and the average and worst-case energy con-
sumption of the system architecture. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first attempt at creating such a technique.

3. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE
Let’s assume that a memory organization comprises three mem-

ories. Memory libraries nowadays allow the choice of high-speed
or low-power memories [22, 23]. Since energy consumption is
an important cost metric for embedded systems, memories from a
low-energy library are chosen for use. Their timing and the energy
consumption is described by two-dimensional statistical distribu-
tions, shown as clouds in Figure 2. They represent the possible
energy/delay characteristics and their probability over a large num-
ber of fabricated memories. On the other hand, the designer of
the system has a constraint on the target clock period of fabricated
system. The left hand side of the figure shows the timing/energy
statistical distributions of the memories in the initial composition of
the memory organization and the target clock period. Two contours
are illustrated per memory, the inner one (“1σ”) surrounds about
63% of the population, while the outer one (“3σ”) surrounds about
97%. This means that also a non-negligible proportion of the pop-
ulation lies outside the “3 sigma” contour. If the implementation of
a given memory has an actual delay larger than the clock period, it
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will introduce timing violations in the system and render the given
chip non-functional. For instance, the middle memory in the figure
clearly creates a lot of yield loss, due to the high probability of
timing violations. Substituting it with a similar but faster memory
(right top) decreases the probability of timing violations, but incurs
significant energy overhead. Substituting it with a configurable
memory (bottom right) decreases timing violations, with a much
lower penalty in energy.

For the given clock period target, it is evident that after fabrication
a significant percentage of the manufactured chips will have some
memory violating the clock period. The probability that either
the first or the third memory are slower than the constraint exists,
even though it is low it must be quantified and considered. The
second memory, however, has a large chance of failing to meet the
constraint. As a result the final yield of the chip will be low. At
this point the system design would need to be assessed in terms of
what is the actual energy, performance and yield of the implemented
system after manufacturing.
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Figure 2: Case study on options to improve yield in
the system’s memory organisation

Architecture design alternative solutions, such as distributing fur-
ther the memory organization by memory splitting [21] would lead
to using smaller hence faster memories with a positive impact on
yield but would require a more complex mapping process. A much
less disruptive solution could be to use memories that are signifi-
cantly faster than the clock constraint, so that the probability that
they introduce timing violations is very small at the expense of
energy overhead. In Figure 2 this corresponds to substituting the
second memory with the one shown in the upper right hand side.
The new implementation of the second memory is faster, thus yield
is increased, but more energy hungry. Thus the designer can decide
which cost metric is more important and make the appropriate mem-
ory instance selection on condition that a parametric yield prediction
tool is available. This trade-off between energy consumption and
yield is difficult to quantify without tool support, especially in the
case of distributed heterogeneous architectures like those used for
embedded system design. Obviously, substituting more memories
than one will increase the number of different possible implemen-
tations with different yields and energy consumption.

A second solution scenario already introduced recently [5] to in-
crease the memory organization yield without sacrificing too much
energy is to substitute the slow second memory with a run-time
configurable memory. They have at least two possible settings,
high-speed and low-energy [14]. An embedded delay monitor mea-
sures the actual delay of the memory after manufacturing. If the
low-energy setting is not fast enough to meet the clock period,
then the memory is switched to its high-speed setting. As a re-

sult, energy consumption is only sacrificed if the actual memory
delay after fabrication is slower than the constraint. This solution
will have the same yield as the conventional solution of using only
high-speed memories, because the memory has the back-up option
of the high-speed setting. But, the average memory organization
energy consumption will be somewhere between that of the other
two design alternatives, since the configurable memory is not at
its high-speed and energy hungry setting for all the chips. Note
that this approach is generally applicable to any IP block with a
run-time configuration knob, for example Vdd/Vth [1, 24] tuning in
processing elements.

Finally, a third cost metric that is very important, mostly for fi-
nancial reasons, is the area occupation of the design. Introducing a
configurable memory implemented using configurable buffers [14]
will introduce a small area penalty, typically about 5-15% over the
area of the memory depending on its size. Different library imple-
mentations of the same memory can also have very different areas,
due to the internal memory design choices [22, 23]. However,
estimating area occupation of a design given the area of the compo-
nents is relatively easy. Thus, we will not consider area further in
this paper. Another complication of adding run-time configurable
components is the additional design complexity. A feedback loop
and monitoring mechanisms need to be added to the design to im-
plement the configuration functionality [5]. In order to find the
optimal trade-off for the particular design all these metrics should
be considered.

4. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
In order to estimate the yield and the average energy consump-

tion of the fabricated memory organization, two inputs are required,
see Figure 1. The first is the output of system synthesis or archi-
tectural exploration, which defines the composition of the memory
organization in terms of which memory types are going to be used
and the data to memory assignment decision. The second input is
a memory library which includes information about the statistical
distributions of the energy and delay of the memories implemented
in the target process of the product.
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Figure 3: The two steps of the technique, first the
post-configuration memory level distributions and
then the architecture yield and energy consumption
are estimated.

Given these inputs, the estimation of yield and energy comprises
two steps, see Figure 3. The first step aims at obtaining the mem-
ory level energy and delay distributions. In case of conventional
memories this is straightforward, because they are supplied by the
memory library. In case of configurable memories (or any config-
urable IP block in general) though, special treatment is needed. The
distribution of a configurable memory after it has been configured
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depends on the clock period target. Furthermore, it is not a simple
Gaussian distribution and as a result it requires a methodology that
can handle any kind of distribution.

Once the memory level distributions are obtained, the memory
organization level timing and energy distributions can be obtained.
The delay of the memory organization is actually the maximum of
the delays of all the memories it comprises and the energy con-
sumption is a weighted sum of the energy consumption of each
individual memory. The weights are the number of accesses that
are performed to each memory.

4.1 Energy/delay statistical distributions of
configurable components

At the level of individual memories, the energy/delay statisti-
cal distributions can be obtained via transistor-level simulations or
measurements. We performed the characterization using transistor-
level simulations [15]. They indicate that in the case of conventional
memories energy and delay follow a Gaussian bivariate distribution
with non-negligible correlations between them.

Performing similar simulations using configurable memories also
indicates that each setting of the configurable memory follows a
bivariate Gaussian distribution in energy and delay. The left hand
side of Figure 4 shows the energy/delay bivariate probability density
functions for a configurable 1KByte memory. The distributions of
the two settings are easily identified and do not overlap significantly,
barring extreme values.

The step of configuring such a memory to meet a given clock
period constraint needs to be handled in a statistical manner as well.
The memory is configured to its high-speed setting when the actual
delay of its low-energy setting after fabrication fails to meet the
clock period. This can be modeled as a sum of two probabilities,
the probability that the actual sample of the low-energy distribution
meets the clock multiplied by the conditional low-energy distribu-
tion and the probability that the actual low-energy sample does not
meet the clock times the high-speed distribution. Performing such
a mathematical manipulation on the bivariate density functions re-
sults in the following formulation for the bivariate distribution of a
configured memory (the symbols in the formulae are explained in
Table 1):

PDFconf (t, e) = 1
2
erfc(

Tm−μts√
2σts

)f1(e)f2(t)

+f3(e)f4(t)UnitStep(Tm − t),
where the fx functions are Gaussian univariate probability density
functions with the following moments f1(e) = N(μef , σef ),

f2(t) = N(μtf +
ρtef

σtf
(e−μef

)

σef
, σtf

√
1 − ρ2

tef
)),

f3(e) = N(μes , σes ) and

f4(t) = N(μts +
ρtes σts (e−μes )

σes
, σts

√
1 − ρ2

tes
)). erfc is the

complementary error function. The advantage of staying with a
bivariate formulation after the memory configuration is that all the
correlations between energy and delay are preserved. This bivari-
ate distribution is illustrated in the right hand side of Figure 4. The
effect of the configuration can be clearly seen where the low-energy
distribution suddenly drops off when the memory delay becomes
equal to the clock period constraint.

In order to evaluate the timing and the energy consumption of the
entire memory organization, two different kinds of transformations
are needed. Timing is obtained via a maximum operation, while en-
ergy consumption involves a weighted sum operation. Performing
different transformations on the two axes of a bivariate distribution
like the one in Figure 4 does not have a closed form solution un-
fortunately in the general case. As a result, we have to work with
marginal probability density functions, which are the projections of
the bivariate on the two axes.

Table 1: Table of symbols used in the statistical
calculations

N(μ, σ) PDF of Gaussian distribution
with mean μ and std. dev. σ

N(μ1, σ1, μ2, σ2) PDF of bivariate Gaussian distr.
μts mean delay of slow memory distr.
μtf mean delay of fast memory distr.
σts std dev of delay of slow memory distr.
σtf std dev of delay of fast memory distr.
μes mean energy of slow memory distr.
μef mean energy of fast memory distr.
σes std dev of energy of slow memory distr.
σef std dev of energy of fast memory distr.
ρtes Energy/delay correlation in slow distr.
ρtef Energy/delay correlation in fast distr.
Tm target clock period

energy
delay

After configuration

Target 
clock 
period

delay

Before configuration

Target 
clock 
period

energy

Figure 4: Illustration of the bivariate energy/delay
probability density functions of the 1KByte mem-
ory before and after the configuration for the target
clock period

The correlations that exist between energy and delay at the mem-
ory level are fully taken into account at the level of the memory
organization. When doing transformations on statistical distribu-
tions, the correlations do not change as long as the transformations
are monotonically increasing [8]. In our case, both the weighted
sum and the maximum operation are increasing, because the energy
consumption cannot be negative. So the correlations are not affected
by the transformations. Since they are already taken into account in
the memory level formulations, they are present in the final memory
organization yield and energy consumption formulations.

4.2 Estimation of parametric system level yield
As discussed in previous sections parametric yield loss is incurred

when at least one of the memories in the organization fails to meet
the clock period. The reason is that if the memory cannot react in
time, the wrong data is latched and the I/O behavior of the system
is not respected. It is evident that in order to have a functional
memory organization, the slowest memory needs to be faster than
the clock.

Let’s define M as the set of memories in the memory organiza-
tion. The delay of each of them is random variable Dmi . The delay
of the memory organization is also a random variable Dmo, which
is defined as the max of all the memory delays Dmi .

An analytical formulation of the maximum of a number of proba-
bility density function of any type is given by the following formula,
for an example of three distributions [25]:

fmax(t) =
∫ t ∫ t

(f1(t)f2(t2)f3(t3) + f1(t2)f2(t)f3(t3)
+f1(t3)f2(t2)f3(t))dt2dt3

For each term in the sum inside the integral, a sample from a dif-
ferent PDF is assumed to be maximum. The first term, for instance
implies that the sample from PDF f1 is the maximum. The mul-
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tiplication with the other two PDFs and the cyclic permutation of
the PDF including the maximum makes sure all the possibilities
are covered. The integration limits make sure that the “secondary”
variables t2 and t3 never exceed t. Performing the integration we
obtain the following compact formulation for discrete distributions:
PDF (Dmo) =

∑n
j=1(PDF (Dmj ) × ∏n

k �=j CDF (Dmk ))
The reasoning used to obtain this maximum formulation does not

depend on the underlying distributions used. It is also generic in
the sense that it can handle any number of distributions. As long as
the probability density functions of the different random variables
are available either in analytical form or as experimental results,
this formulation can be used to extract the maximum. In the second
case however, the results need to be calculated numerically.

From the probability density function of the memory organization
delay we can easily extract the system-level parametric yield, or the
percentage of memory organizations that meet the clock period
target constraints after fabrication.

4.3 Estimation of energy consumption
The second important cost metric for embedded systems is energy

consumption. System designers need to be able to estimate the
energy that their chip will consume in order to know if they meet
the battery supply or the lifetime between recharging specifications.

The energy consumption of the complete memory organization
is a sum of the energy consumption per access of each individual
memory multiplied by the number of accesses to each memory. If
we assume that Emo is the random variable representing the energy
consumption of the memory organization, Emi is the random vari-
able of the energy consumption per access of memory i and acci is
the deterministic number of accesses to memory i, then:

Emo =
∑N

i=0 acci ∗ Emi ,
where N is the number of memories in the organization. Such a
weighted sum is a straightforward operation on statistical distribu-
tion only if they are Gaussian distributions. However, we need a
more generic solution that can handle any kind of distribution.

Statistical addition is similar to convolution in the time domain,
because each sample of one distribution needs to be added to all
the samples of the other distributions. Convolution in the time-
domain, however, is equivalent to multiplication in the frequency-
domain [7]. The Fourier transform and its inverse can be used to
move from the time to the frequency domain and vice versa. This
solves the problem of adding random variables that have arbitrary
distributions. The only disadvantage of this approach is that analyt-
ical closed-form formulae for the distributions we are treating are
not available, thus the computations need to be done numerically.
The multiplication with the access frequencies is straightforward
and will be performed in the time domain before the Fourier trans-
form. Summarizing the above, the probability density function of
the energy consumption of the memory organization can be ob-
tained by the following calculations:

PDF (Emo) = F−1(
∏

F (acci ∗ PDF (Emi))),
where the function F represents the Fourier transform and F−1 is
the inverse Fourier transform.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to model the impact of process variability on the delay

and energy consumption of memories we have performed a number
of transistor-level simulations for memories of different sizes us-
ing SPICE according to the characterization methodology proposed
in [15] at the 65nm technology node. Each memory size has been
simulated using a random injection of threshold voltage and beta
drift in each of its transistors. A Monte Carlo loop of such simula-
tions was performed to obtain the bivariate energy/delay probability
density function for each memory. The 65nm predictive technology

model from Berkeley [9] has been used, the interconnect parameters
and the information about the transistor level variability were taken
from the ITRS roadmap [13]. As illustrated in Figure 4 significant
spreads exist in the delay and the dynamic energy consumption of
memories under variability.

To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed methodology we have
developed a system-level simulator that can evaluate the perfor-
mance of the memory organization based on the statistical proper-
ties of the energy consumption and performance of the individual
memories, as described in the previous paragraph. A Monte Carlo
loop has been implemented at the level of the memory organization
to obtain the bivariate energy consumption and performance statis-
tical distribution. Random points are selected for the energy/delay
of each of the memories (based on the characterization results) for
each of the simulation runs. 2000 memory organization level sim-
ulation runs are performed for the three design alternatives. The
resulting distribution is compared to the results of the yield estima-
tion methodology. Comparing to system-level results directly from
SPICE is impossible, because SPICE needs about 10 hours to sim-
ulate a single complete memory. Going to Monte Carlo simulations
of a complete memory organization is infeasible, which highlights
the usefulness of the proposed technique.

The three application drivers we have used are multimedia (image
processing and audio decoding) and wireless applications, which
are representative of the domain we are targeting. The OFDM front-
end and error correction application performs the digital baseband
signal processing for a digital wireless receiver. The low-power
mapping of this application results in a distributed heterogeneous
local memory layer comprising 8 memories with sizes ranging from
1 to 8 KByte. The Cavity Detection (CavD) is an image processing
application that detects cavities in images, by repeatedly filtering
the input image. Its memory organization is distributed but homo-
geneous, consisting of five nominally identical 8KByte memories.
The third application we have used is the MP3 decoder. Mapping
it on a low-power memory organization results in a distributed or-
ganization, which has only two different memory types. Thus it is
a hybrid between the very heterogeneous memory organization of
the OFDM and the homogeneous organization of the Cavity Detec-
tion. These three application drivers will enable us to evaluate the
impact on the system level parametric yield on different kinds of
low-power memory organization architectures.

6. RESULTS
The comparison between the results obtained from the simula-

tions and the ones calculated using the proposed methodology are
presented in Table 2. The first column reports the estimated timing
yield of the memory organization for the clock period that meets
the real-time constraint of the respective application. The second
and third columns report the estimated average energy of the mem-
ory organization that meet the timing constraint and the estimated
worst-case energy consumption or the 99.9% energy yield. The next
three columns report the same results coming from the simulation
of the memory organization. The rows represent the three different
design options shown in Figure 2 for each of the three applications.

The accuracy of the proposed yield estimation methodology is
very good compared to the simulations, the estimation error has an
average value of less than 0.5%. Furthermore, this error seems to
be independent of the type of memory organizations. No matter if
it is heterogeneous or homogeneous, if it is very distributed or not,
the estimation error is very small.

Furthermore, comparing the results for the three different design
choices for the OFDM application in Table 2 we can see that the
yield is significantly improved by using high-speed (5th row) or
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Table 2: Comparison of yield, average and worst-case energy consumption of the different choices illustrated
in Fig. 2 for the three applications. The yield results are rounded at the second decimal digit. The energy
consumption results are normalized to the simulated average energy using low-power memories.

estimation simulation % error
timing average worst-case timing average worst-case timing average worst-case

yield(%) energy energy yield(%) energy energy yield(%) energy energy
CavD original 51.27 1 1.028 51.1 1.0009 1.027 0.33 9e-4 1e-3
CavD re-design 99.99 1.34 1.396 99.99 1.34 1.391 1e-5 8e-6 0.33

CavD conf 99.99 1.043 1.286 99.99 1.042 1.309 1e-5 0.03 1.78
OFDM original 92.52 1 1.108 90.85 0.9999 1.114 1.8 4e-5 0.5
OFDM re-design 99.99 1.35 1.496 99.99 1.352 1.505 1e-5 2e-5 0.6

OFDM conf 99.99 1.003 1.202 99.99 1.004 1.205 1e-5 7e-4 0.3
MP3 original 95.71 1 1.119 94.8 1.001 1.142 0.95 0.1 2
MP3 re-design 99.21 1.339 1.53 99 1.337 1.54 0.21 0.16 0.64

MP3 conf 99.23 1.006 1.292 99 1.008 1.294 0.2 0.22 0.19

configurable memories (6th row) compared to the initial low power
implementation (4th row). The difference between the energy con-
sumption is also very large, the use of configurable memories en-
ables the system to minimize the energy overhead invested for the
yield optimization. For the Cavity Detection application things are
very different. The memory organization is homogeneous, so any
of the 5 memories is a potential source of yield loss. Thus all
the memories have to be substituted by high-speed or configurable
memories. This incurs a significant penalty in energy consumption
in the case of high-speed memories, but the increase in yield is
very large. The difference between the energy penalty of the con-
figurable compared to the high-speed memories is evident in this
application too. The use of high-speed memories increases the en-
ergy consumption by about 34% for processing one frame. The use
of configurable memories can significantly reduce the total energy
consumption, reducing the penalty to just 4.3% for the same yield.
But a slight area overhead will exist. Similar conclusions apply for
the MP3 application.

It becomes clear that the yield/energy trade-offs that constitute
the optimal memory organization depend not only on the available
memory implementations, but also heavily on the set of applications
that will be running on that architecture. For instance, memories
that are seldom used will benefit from a high-speed implementation
due to the lack of area overhead. These kinds of trade-offs justify
the usefulness of such a technique/tool for system designers. It is
very difficult for a designer to make the proper decision, especially
in the case of complex system architectures, without CAD support.

Designers nowadays do not have a way to quantify these yield
vs. energy consumption trade-offs and are forced to take worst-case
margins to maximize yield. A CAD tool that could quantify these
trade-offs would aid the system designer in removing unnecessary
margins and in designing a more efficient system.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a methodology to accurately estimate and

quantify the yield vs. energy consumption trade-offs that can be
obtained by using different implementations of memories coming
from different libraries during the design of the memory organiza-
tion. This can aid the system designer into reducing unnecessary
design margins that are currently used. The accuracy of the estima-
tion methodology is very large, an average error of less than 1% is
reported for each type of memory organization or metric.
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